• Specialty Wire and Metal Products
• Merchandising Displays
• Storage Needs
• Quality Metal Fabrication

Supermarket Solutions

Wire Shelving Rainbow of Colors

and Applications

Add a splash of color! Show off your merchandise when you use our wire display
shelving units in various configurations highlighted by our bright finishes. Open wire grid
shelf allows maximum merchandise visibility. Easy to assemble. Shelf spacing adjusts in
seconds. Choose from our custom and standard colors.
Numerous accessories and
features available to enhance your
shelving display, including angled
shelves and inlays, along with a
host of options.
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Deflection tests conducted under laboratory conditions
show that Eagle Group’s patented Quad-Truss® shelving is
up to 25% stronger than competing wire shelving products.
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Along with outstanding strength and stability, wire display
shelving units are offered in various configurations
highlighted by our brilliant finishes.
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Add-A-Shelf ®

Angled
Shelf Cart
Increase product visibility of quick
moving merchandise!
This unit allows you to adjust and
readjust shelf heights and angle
variances.

Eagle’s Add-A-Shelf® allows you to add
or remove a shelf without having to
disassemble the entire unit. Reconfigure
shelving in seconds. Five standard
finishes available—zinc, chrome, black,
white, or red epoxy—along with many
custom colors. A variety of sizes and
reverse mat shelves which provide a
retaining ledge are available.

Wine Racks

Shelves are adjustable and accommodate different size stock supplies.
Cradle wine shelves and bulk wine units accommodate back room storage
or front displays. Specially designed to reduce the risk of bottle breakage
and instability.

Custom Equipment
Manufactured to Your Specifications!
Custom applications comprised of specially fabricated equipment
or prefab modular components, or a combination of both, work
their way quickly through a simple yet sophisticated design,
approval and fabrication process. Equipment built to your exact
specifications, pre-wired and pre-plumbed, is shipped with
shorter lead times and at a lower overall cost.

Eagle Group quality metal fabrication…

chopping table
stainless steel table

hardwood table
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Director’s Choice Modular Cafeteria
Serving Units with a VIP System
consisting of pylons, signage and lighting Built to your specifications!

enclosed base table

hand sink with
trash recepticle
three-compartment FN Series
sink with drainboards

three-compartment deep-drawn
sink with one drainboard

The Eagle Advantage™ begins right here in our state of the art
manufacturing facility - with 14 acres under one roof, where the most
comprehensive broadline product offering in the industry takes shape. This
all-inclusive design and production capability offers distinct advantages to our
customers. Streamlined ordering and shipping substantially reduce freight,
receiving, installation and administrative costs.
Supporting it all is a framework of highly responsive customer service
representatives, the most innovative, versatile and durable equipment available
on the market today, a fleet of company-owned trucks, plus amply stocked
distribution centers in strategic locations nationwide - which guarantees
product availability and delivery.
Together, it adds up to product excellence enhanced by measurable cost
savings and value. We call it The Eagle Advantage™ and you can profit from it.
Corporate Headquarters:
100 Industrial Boulevard • Clayton, DE
19938-8903 USA • Phone: (302) 653-3000
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